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摘要

逆算符方法是近年来发展起来的一种有效定量求解非线性和随

机性连续方程的方法，对于确定论方程得到级教形式的逼近解，对随

机方程可以得到解的随机测度。该法无需任何假设和限制，因此它能

提供更真实的解，文内首先简介逆算符方法及如何实现对它的数学

机械化;然后用逆算符方法研究了三个典型的非线性方程:Lorentz

方程，广义Duffing 方程和现辑合广义Duffing 方程。用四阶龙格-库

塔方法进行比较，说明逆算符方法比龙格-库塔方法具有更高的精度

和更快的收敛性。该工作是首次把逆算符方法应用于混沌行为的研

究，并将此法在微机上实现了数学机械化，该法有很大的普适性，特

别适用于对复杂问题的定量计算，大有应用和发展前途。



INVERSE OPERATOR THEORY METHOD

MATHEMATICS• MECHANIZATION FOR

THE SOLUTIONS OF NONLINEAR

EQUATIONS AND SOME TYPICAL

APPLICATIONS IN NONLINEAR

PHYSICS

Fang Jinqing Yao Weiguang

(CHINA INSTITUTE OF ATOMIC ENERGY. BEIJING)

ABSTRACT

Inverse operator theory method (lOTM) has developed rapidly in the last few

years. It is an effective and useful procedure for quantitative solution of nonlinear

or stochastic continuous dynamical systems. Solutions are obtained in series form

for deterministic equations. and in the case of stochastic equation it gives statistic

measures of the solution process. A very important advantage of th<= IOTM is to e

liminate a number of restrictive and assumption on the nature of stochastic pr，但e静

es. Therefore. it provides more realistic solutions. The IOTM and its mathemat

ics-mechanization (MM) are briefly introduced in this 阳per. They are used suc

cessfully to study the chaotic behaviors of the nonlinear dynamical systems for the

first time in the world. As typical examples. the Lorentz 叫ualion. generalized

Duffing equation. two coupled generalized Duffing equations are investigated by the

use of the IOTM and the MM. The results are in good agreement with ones by the

Runge-Kutta method (RKM). It has higher accuracy and faster convergence. SO

the IOTM realized by the MM is of potential application valuable in nonlinear sci

enee.
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l'~TRUDUCTION

The reRl physi币I V:."·~r!d is quite generally nonlinc.H f , nonequ i!ibruim ant!

~l ('i二:c. stLι ， As i-i0i l1 ted Gl..:t by w::ll- k二;)V" r;， Physicist l\lbert 2ilβt:.::;n. "Since the Dci

SiC FEHi口n" of physics 3Te nonlinear ail d in且 the刀1~~tica纣! phys虫Ie凹噎 、W龟可;!!i ha吕a'，叶a

ck.、I ι eve士 3.g口 ;hn ，"叭叩，孔1~!口1J l\o倪tonI马Y t汕hτr0ug\-(、l川飞叶t p丁hy归s:汇C军 , bt川:让t r. ls玩G tl出h飞roug七out n孔t们1)[陀e. Ul

cl口四已 ;工1召g 贮巳丁二~g:刀r口k目εf丘ing and techno!扣ogy. ecc:;omics. biology and so on. the problems

,iCe ~.:eneraliy nonlinear and stochastic. To do this. one usually must be prepared to

deal 可ith dynamical systems modelled by algebraic. differ曹ntial. delay-differential.

integrc• differential. and 阳rtial differential equations which are nonlinear and

stochastic in parameters. inputs. and initial boundary conditions. Nonlinear math

ematical physical equations. therefore. in general. nonlinear dynamical equations at

the present become one of increasingly fascinating frontier problems in scientific

fields.

坠cause nonlinearity and stochasticity are nearly unsurmountable obstacles.

the problems above are not correctly solved by mathematics that essentially neglects

those difficulties. SO simplifying and assumptions are generally necessary. Lin

earization and perturbation are common assumptions. Th~ mathematical methods

used in the above problems change the the problems in an essential way to problems

that are mathematically tractable. However. this may mean that the problem being

solved is nolonger a proper representation of the physical problem whose solution is

desired. Thus the results. as emphasized by G. Adomian. elegant with well-stated

theorems. may not be physically realistic. SO far as one often resort to numerical

computation in very complex problems. such as in hydrodynamics. nonlinear plas

ma dynamics and chaotic dynamics. etc.

In many frontier problems. such as nonlinear chaotic dynamical systems.

there exist strong nonlinearities or strong stochasticities in parameters and the oth

ers so it is important to find more general approaches.

In recent years. G. Adomian and his c∞perator have developed an efficient

method(1叶]. which iJ called the inverse operator theory <IOTM) or the decom院F

sition method (OM). for the approximate solution of nonlinear (deterministic or

stochastiC> differential and partial differential equations (POE) for physical prob
lems. He aSS\ "l'Ie



tions are obtained in seri臼 form for deterministic 呵uations. and in the case of

stochastic 吨uations 伽 statistical measur臼 (me削. c田relatil俑 • etc. ) of the solu

tion pre陀ess. A very important advantage of Adomian's basic method is that the

method does not change the problem into a c明lvenient one for \皿 of linear th回可，

and it is the elimination of a num~r of r白trictive and generaUy unsatisfactory as

sumptl佣佣 the nature of stochastic prace晴s. the magnitude of fluctuations. or

on tht nonlinearities which are inherent in other methods. It therefore pro州白

more realistic solutions which generally con四rge 四ry rapidly in real physical prob

lems. Wh四 solutions are computed numbericaUy. the rapid convergence is ob吁

创IS. The method makes unn配essary of the massive ∞mputation in discretized

methods for solution of FDE. No linearization or d由ure approximations are neees

sary. One d饵s not require "weak" nonlinearities or "small" fluctuations. stationar

ity. gaussian or white noise behavior. etc. Thus. the physical syst田05 are nOl

forced into a nice mathematical model for which solutions are readily available. As

a con赁quence itβcertain that solutions cιnfinn far more d臼ely to physical and

practical problems. The objective throughout our work has been the solution of real

dynamical systems which are almost invariably nonlinear and stochastic. Linear

stochastic. nonlinear deterministic. linear detenninistic subcases are readily ob
tained from the method as special cas臼·

The IOTM has significant advantages. such as convenience in computation

and more accurace. etc.. But it has not been applied to study the chaotic dynamics

and not realiud by the MM in computers. It is also of cumbersome for deriving

formula with any high order approximation solution if th町e is no the MM in com

puters.

The motivation of this paper is to realize the IOTM for the 四lutions of deter

ministic nonlinear dynamical systems (NDS) by the MM in computers. In this pa

per. we take some typical examples. such as the Lorentz equation. generalized

Duffing equation and two coupled generalized Duffing equations. and order appr饵'

imate analytical solutions of the above equations are obtained by the use of the

IOTM[ I-5J and the MM. We have applied the IOTM and the MM successfully to

study the chaotic behaviors of the above NDS for the first time. The results are in

E以对 agreement with ones by the RKM.

The paper is organized as the follows. In section 1. the IOTM and the proce

dure of the MM are described briefly. In section 2. extension of the 10



linear 阳rtial differential 吨国tions an: givm. In section 3 and 4. the solutions of

the Lorentz 吨四tion and the generalized Duffmg 吨国tion and their ch拟ic be

haviour of the equation are obtair时. r明Jecti'叫y. The solutions of t响 coupled

generalized Duffing ~归terns are given in sectioo 6. Some discussion andα配lusi∞

are made finally.

1 OUTLINE OF THE IOTM AND THE PROCEDURE OF THE
MM

We 同in with the general nonlinear铜ratOf'吨咀bon

FY<t>=g(t} <I.])

Where. F 陀presents a general nonlinear ordinary differential 鸣JeratOf' with linear

and nonlinear terms. the linear term is dec四lpocsed into L and R. Where L is 四sily

invertible and R is the remainder of the linear 甸回'Btor. For convenience. L may be

taken as the highest order derivative which avoids difficult int唔rations of Green' s

function. The g <t) is an external function with deterministic or stochastic. There

fore. Eq. 0. I) may k written:

LY+RY+NY=g(t} 0.2)

where NY denotes the nonlinear term. We can 皿，lve for LY.

LY=g-RY-Nl" 0.3)

Because L is invertible. and equivalent expression is:

L-'LY=L-'g+L-'RY+L"'-'NY 0.4)

If this corr臼pon出 to an initial-value problem. the integral operator L-I may

be regarded as definite integrations from 0 to t. If L is a 挺cond-order operator.

L-I is a two-fold integration 句lerator. For 以>undary-value problems indefinite mte

gration is used and the constants are evaluated from the given conditions. Solving

(1 .4) for Y yields:

Y=Y(O)+tY'(O)+L-1RY+L-1NY 0.5)

Forthe姐me 恨rator but a boundary value problem. let L-I be an indefinite

integral and write Y= A + Bt for the firlit two terms and evaluate A anel B from the

given conditions. The nonlinear term NY will be equal to L A.. where A. are

Ad臼omian p阳网oly阳nω阳10m创佣惆E町mia归i归als t阳obed也iscωu国s跚蜒时d，川an叫d Y will be de优ecom啊怀酣d into an infinite卧

lutio

t巾he凹n bec∞orne臼s
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LY.=Y.-L-'R~Y.-L-I ~A.

We can write

Y.=Y(O>+IY' (0)~L-Ig

YI=-L-IRY.-L-1.4.
Yz=-L-IRY.-L-IAI
YJ = -L-IRY,-L-lA,

Y-+,=-L-IRY.-L-lAo

A川II of t巾he瞻e ∞m阳阳ler肌汇. are cal川l

practical solution will be the ,...term aptlroximation

~=~y;

and limit fI,=艺Y;=Y when 俨∞.

0.6)

<I.7)

n.8)

The A. are specially generalized polynomial for the nonlinearity by the Adomi

an method. They depend only on yo ro Yn com阳nents and form a rapidly ∞nver

gent series. If NY= f(Y). then the A. are given as

Ao=!(Yo)

Al = YI(d/dYo)!(Yo)

Az=Yz(d/dYo)!(Yo)+ (η/2!)(dZ'd}1 )!(Yo)

A3=Y3(d/dYo)!(Yo)+YIYz(dZ/dY3>!(Yo)+(YU3! Hd3/dYD!(Yo) 0.9)

In the 四rlier work. the Adomian polynomi21s were found by implicit differentia

tlons.

A.= (l /n! )(d·/d~·)![y(A)] IA_O

for N(y)=!(y) and we 阳ramer

rameter. but not perturbation. !(y) as ![y(.n]= ~A.~·.

A.= 2;C(u.的H， (yo)

6
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where Cω.n) were specified by a m:町renee rule.

The A.c扭曲 be found from "Rach's Rule" 凶. wh陆目nbe 由wed as a

convenient symmetry rule for generation of the Adamian polynomial. The rule is as

the foUows:

A.= 2: H 7 (Yo)C(u.JI)

where

C( I1.n) =~nOil" )y~:

where ~kiri=n and k. is the nUl

(]. 12)

<I .13)

the value of the indic臼民 are greater or equal to ] and less than or 呵回I to ("-11+

I ). the numerical values of r , are selected from this specified range by combination

唱E可

without repetition and .:.... H> 勺'，，) is oblained by differentiating I(ρ. the n∞lin-

ear term. II times with to res阳ct y and evaluating at A= O. Rach' s rules can yield

adomian' s polyn佣lial quickly to high order.

Therefore. any order approximation analytical solution of Eq. (]. I) can be

obtained from Eqs(]. 的-(J.引 or 0.6)- (2.8) and 0.12)- n. 13).

We see from the above Adomian' s theoryCI-,j that the main ideas of the IOTM

(or OM) consist of the following points. First point is to use special kinds of poly

nomials for solving NDS. :'\ext. the solution of the NDS in all case is written as an

assumed decomposition into com阳nents to be found with the expansion of nonlin

earities in terms of generated sets of the Adornian polynomials. Thus the solution

for deterministic NOS is given by a series in which each term is easily obtained be

cause the Adomian 阳lynomials are adapted to the nonlinearity. Third. the choices

of the linear operators which must be invertible are very important to get the

Green' s function.

Recently. we have made the computer algorithm with REDUCE to be used

for realizing the shole procedure of the IOTM for the solutions of some NDS. The

procedure of the computer algorithm mainly cons;sts of the following steps:

Step I. Generate the Adomian polynomials , the A_ for the nonlinearity by the

Rach' s rule [6J or the Adomiar' s rnethod[IJ , i. e. •

A.= (J,In! Hd'/d ..l-![y (.,\) JI~-o (1. 14)

where ..l is a parameter. not perturbation.
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Eq. O. 14) depends佣lyon Y. to Y. c惆阳刚ts and forms a rapidly connr

gmt serino Th四 we can yidel Adomian polynomials quickly to any high oc~r if

l'lJ'=j<Y).

Step Z. Put the initial condition or the bound町 condition to determine zero

order approximation solution. Y.. If I. is a second-ord町 operator. 1~-' is. two

fold integration 饵!erator. For initial-value pr呻Iems. w曹 han

Yo=Y(O】+γ(0】 +L-Ig (1. IS)

Step J. Do symbolic derivation for i-order approximation solution: Beginning

with ;=1. th凹 1=仲 I when ret田ning back from sl叩 4 each time. Thus. solving

Eq. (1. 3) for Y yields:

Y,=-L-IRY.-L-'A.

Yz= 一L-IRY1-L-IAI

YJ=-L-IRYz一 1.-IAz

0.16)

Y.+1 = -L-'RY.-L-'A.

All of the corn阳nents. Y. , are calculable. For the same 叫到erator but a bound

ary value problem. let L- ' be an indefinite integral and write Y=A+Bt for the

first two terms and evaluate A and B from the given conditions.

Step 4. Return to step 3. order by order. until n-order approximati佣 solu-

tion. i. l'. • the practical solution is 俨 ~Yi'

Step 5. Investigate the dynamical hehaviors of the n晴term approximate solu

tion. such as the bifurcation diagram and chaotic behaviors (e. g. • strange attrac

tor. Lyapunov ex阳nents and so on). etc.

The above IOTM and the procedure of the MM can be easily extended to solve

nonlinear partial differential equations. which are described in next section.

2 EXTENSION OF THE IOTM TO NONLINEAR PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

A partial diferential equation can be written in the form

[1.1 十 L..十 L.+L，]u+Ru+Nu=g (2.})

where (,1' I吁. L.. L,are the highest order partial derivative with respect to :c. y.

B



(2.7)

::. !. Ru contains remaining linear terms including low町 order d~rivativK and X.

is a nonlinear term. 'tVe can sol晴 for L.... L~.I吨.. or..... Which OM we chα回

t.It"pcnds on the order ol the 饵lrrator and which initial / baun也ry conditions are

be~r known. 剧阴灿E段ewe ch回创_1... 11«咀aus提e it is the low曹臼SI 町d缸-町r口; s组ay. f缸iest辜剖IS卸01..4

=J"占曾 ar时叫 the ini山川t阮itiaI αm证卤曲lit阳， i恒s kno伽、恤比舷rn. W曹 t巾hen wr目it怆e

1...II=g-R.-N..-L~- L..-Lz" (2. 2)

Applying川verw申阳阳 I ...- I=[[. ]<it. we ha四
1I=..Cr.y.%.O) + I...-Ig一 L;lR..-I ..-I[L:>-I...~LzJIt (2.3)

Identifv

"o=.(.r .y.%.O) +I.,-Ig

.\ccording to the IOTM abo凹. Itt

"=~u.

Nu= ~A.(uo.旷.ρ.川uυJ
.筐。

We ha\'e

u=ufIJIRZu--IrZA--IJE[I ，，+I，，-IJZu-f2. 的

from u = ~ u. can be calcl阳ed provided the .4. are determined. Thus.

".+1 = - L;IRu.一I.:- I A.一1.;1[1.，+1..-"-1.二U.. n;>'O (2. 的

Sin配附.ce川咀w吧e ha阳av叫e al协.go仙DIS臼s叫f伽0町r de刨耐阳t怆e町rmmm吨19 t巾he ~A.for t巾he non州nlin时n肘nea川r

abo....e u can be calculated.

Suppose we now calculate Lzu:

L.u=g-Ru- :'\u- I.，u一 I.:u (2.6)

Then. we proceed in exactly the same manner taking account of the order of

L.. Suppose it is second-order. We netd two conditions symbolized by ~. =co (y.%.

f) -.re, (y.%./). Now

"o=Co(y.%./) -.rc,(y.%. 1) - I.;'g

U.+ 1 = 一口.;1 1..+ 1.;l l.z- L;I I.,]u.- I.;I.-\.

Thus components of u are determ; :Ied. We calculate an I/-~erm approximafion

件= 2: u,. which conv町esω u= 2: .1.

9



The "solution" f4笛圃 from the 饵IeratOl"呵四tions .....,.. LIM. I.~. or L.M a~

called partial soIutt幡. and it has been shown by A缸man and Rach [7] that the

阳rtial solutions 0'" rather the ..-trrm approxiD皿ion for 四ch. c:onvrl~ to the aetu

al solution if the gwvm conditions involvr tM咽riabl陆 as shown. That is. the partial

solutions au 吨ual 50 wr need only 四lculatr 创tr of tM 饵IeRt笛呵咀tions. Exap
tions occur if the initiallre t~rm vanishes (in whtch c~. the 饵Jelatol 吨回tion is

not u舅d) 01" if the initial / houndary COl叫"四IS do not involvr all the variabl臼

dωwn Gn which case. the 阳Itial solutions arr a巧mptoticaIly 吨国1).

In solving bounrlary-咽lue p~ms by IarM in last 饵ction. 创Ie也n ather

~tain the "constants" 01 int唔ration in the Me t~mt. ~寸e.....1咀ting th~ c田stants as

m创曹 terms of the appruximat~ sAution ~ a~ computed. 01. on~ can ，皿 the II. e-

valuated to satisfy tM boundary COl叫itions and add constants of integration for

~ach sUC'C哩!四v~ term II.. 屿. •

R配时lily. Adomian and Rach introdua an ~ffecti\·e procedure which is called

doubl~ decom庐JSition which allows 国 to incuase accuracy with much decreased

computation es阳ially in the P阳 [8].

In 础mmary. the IOTM is an approximation method. but all modelling i:. ap

proximati∞ and th!s methodology appro正imates (accurately and in an ~asily com

putable manner 】 th~ soIuti咽 of the r~al nonlin~ar and p部sble stochastic problt:m

lather than a gr.臼sly simplidied li~arized or averaged problem. d05ure approxima

tions and tmomcations. etc. It臼 to be noted that ona we realiz~ that we can be

less constrained by the math~matics. We are then able to devel叩 morer臼listie and

sophisticated mod~ls. sina modeling physical ph~nom~na involves ret~ntion of es

sential features while striving for simphcity. so r~sultin6 equations can be solved.

Modelling is always a cornpromisa between realistic representation and math~mati

cal tractability. With f~wer limitation im归隐d to achieve tractability. we can make

our mod~ls more realistic.

3 EXAMPLE 1. LORENTZ EQUATION

As the first example of the IOTM applications. we now consider the well

known Lorentz equation in order to clarify the use of the IOTM and th~ MM. and

to check the correctness and exactness of the IOTM by c~mparison with the other

method. and to study the chaotic '>ehaviors of the equation.

The Lorentz equation is as follows:

X= '1(X • n. Y=(Y-::)X+Y. t=XY'-hZ (3.))

10



According to the IOTM , let

L=i RII=6·Ru=一σ
RZ1=Y' Rzz=l , R31 =-b <3.2)

A田
二
叫

一


ZXYN

R
叫

回2

叫
W川

ZN

We then have

LX=RllX+RuY

LY=RzlX+RzzY+N1Y

LZ=R31Z十NzZ

(3.3)

Therefore ,
X.+ 1=L-1R llX.+L-lRuY.

Y.+ 1= L-lRz1X.十L-1RzzY.十L-1All

Z.+l = L-lR31 Z.+L-1B.

(3.4)

where

Xo=X(to) , Yo=Y(to) , Zo=ZCto)

The Adomian polynomials can be gt!nera~ed as the fo l1ows:

.40 = -XoZo

Al=-XOZI-XIZO

.4 z =-XoZz 一XzZ。一 2X1Z1

(3.5)

(3.6)

and

Bo=XoYo

Bl=XOY1+XlYO

Bz=XoYz+XzY口 +2X1Y1 (3.7)

The 14-term approximate solution 弘 are derived automatica l1y (see Appendix

A) and are llpplid 10 the chaotic behaviors of the solution. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show

the phase diagra r.. rX-Y) and (X - Z) of the Lorentz chaotic attractor obtained by

11



the IOTM (a) and the RKM (b). re阳ctively. Fig. 3 gives the results of the

largest Lyapunov exponents and a1st the comparison of the 10 fM with the RKM

under the same condition. It is seen from the comparison above that the IOTM is

of very high accuracy and effectiveness and is applied to study the chaotic behaviors

of the NDS successfully for the first time in the world.
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4 EXAMPLE 2. GENERALIZED DUFFING EQUATION

The investigation of nonlinear dynamical systems (NOS) in recent years hils

been of considerable interest because it can discover many phenomena. The most

important feature found are the three routes to chaos. various bifurcation. cc陀X1S

tence of attractors with complicated basin structures. and strange attractors with

the fundamental property of sensitive dependence on initial condition. etc. 丁"he

above results. however. have been investigated mainly by the numerical simulation

methods. which need massive computation for solution of NOS. and by qualitative

analysis.

In this section. as second typical example. the IOTM can be applied for the

solution of the well-known generalized Duffing equation:
dZY. dY , _.. .-'

一一十a 二十βY十俨=8cos{lt (4. ])dt2 ' M dt I I'

Let us difine 0ηerators and nonlinear function as follows:

l 一些
，一 dtZ •

R l=ad/dt+p.

Ny=y3 •

According to the decomposition method. Eq. (4. 1) is rewritten as the standard

form:

LY=8cos (J1[)-R1Y… NY

Because L is an invertible operator. an equivalent expre~吨Lon IS

Y = L-locos (J1t) 一 L-IR1Y一 L-1NY

八ccording to the method above. We then have

(4.2)

(4.3)

13



2.，; Y.=Yo-L-·R. 2.，; y.一 L-· 2.，; a. (4.4)

Y. is identified by the initial condition. For simplicity , let Y(to)=C (a fixed

constant) and dY(to)/dt=O.

We now use the above computer algorithm automatically to get any order aD

proximation solution. The first three order approximation solutions are given as

follows:

Yo=Et+EzcosDt

where

E1=CO十三

E,=-!:.z=- (J2

Y.=A\tZ+Azt 十A3sin，Qt-← A‘cos.at+ Ascos2.at+ A6cos3 .at+ A 7 (4. S)

Note here A. denotes the above coeffcients , where ,
1 .., 3.. ..•

A 1 = 一τ (1 -8)E1 一 ~E~一 '::;'E1E~• 2'~ -,-, 2 且 4ι ‘

Az=aEz

Aa=-5Ez

1-8.. , 3 颅，
Aι=' ~.-E，+ 丘~E，+一;"E~‘ (J2

~z ,
.a
Z~I~Z ' 4.a

z~.

AR=1-E1Ei, 8nz~I~'

A,= __l~.E~,
36,Qz-z

1- 8 •• 3 .oO.. 7 .., 3 ~ •.•
A7 = 一一一一ι一 :'.E~E，- 一:....E~- _';...E ， E~I {Jz uz nZ~l~Z

9.a
z~.

8{J
Z~I~Z

Y z= Bit· + Bzt
3+ B3tZ+ B.t1

+Bssin{Jt十 B6cos.at+ B7sin2.at十Bscos2.at

+ B9sin3.at+ BlOCω3.at+ B11cos4.at+B1z二asS.at

+ B 13tsin.at+ B1.tcos,Qt+ B1stZcos.at

+ Bl6tsin2.at十 B l1tcos2.at+B1stZcos2.at+ BI9 (4. 6)

where

B1 = ←工[ZO-8)+6E:+3日JA ，24

Bz= - };;[4aA1+2 <I -8)Az+6EfAz+3EiAzJlZ

14



A= juaAz+4(1一圳+ 12E1A1+12E1EzA1+ 12E1EzA4 +3E~As + 6E~.4.1J

B‘=」一[8aU(A4 + As + A,) - 8.aU 一的A3 - 24.aE1A3-lZ.aE1EzA l + 48E1EzAzs!JZ‘!lj, -rns

+3E~Az→町JEMlJ

Bs = 一. ~， [ 4aJ')zA‘ -4.aU -a)A3一 12DE.1A3 - 3.aE~A3+48E1EzAzJ
4.0司-

A=1-[4a034+40(1-S〉 A.+120哇fA4 一 144EIEzA1 + 12UE1EzAs4,()4

← 24，azEIEzA7+9UE~A ‘ +3UE~A ，J

B7=-~ - n~3[3E~Az-6.aEIEzA3+4anzAsJ
8.0'

Bs= • ~l"" [ 4 (I 一的UAs + 12UEMs + 12.a1EzAs+ 3EIA4十四IA，J16S}4 L "::t \J -UJ.~ J"1 S I J l..~ L:. l r1ST .1~

B9=-J丁 14αDA， -E~A3J12t22 L ""T......... &l'j &J l" IJJ

B IO = ., }nz[4U -o)A,+I2E1A,+ 12EIEzAs+3E~A汁6E~A，J36惕)ZL"''' ..l v .1 ...-106 I ..1 ",,£J l...- J,f\

BII = ~ ?,.,, [3ElAs+ 12EIEzA,J64!2ZLU~2"'. f. I ..1. ""''&-1-;':: .1 16J

BIZ = 一立，..ElA
磊lOO.az·~'

24..
B l3 = - 'fl;E1EzA I

BU=~2EIEzAz

ι=在E1EzA 1

BI，=一土EiA 14，Q3 ~"'l

BI7=: 主 E~A ，
υ8Dz~" "

B，且 =_~E~A ，13 SQ2-l .l II

Bl9 = 一(丛+B6+B IO + BIl+BIZ)

For Y( to)=! and dy (to)/dt=O , a ten-term approximatation of the solution

of Eq. (4. I) is obtained. An example of the computational result of IO-term ap

proximatation of the solution of Eq. (4. l) is computed. We have investigated , by

use of decomposition method , the chaotic behavior of the lO-term approximation.

The hifcllclltion diagram with Y of the cyclic point in Poincare cross .'肾ttlon I址。tred
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』 3 悍'

versus the control frequency n and the corresponding phase diagram of the Poincare

cross section are shown in Fig. 4 归) and Fig. 4 (b) n'pectivel~'. It is the most im

portant that we show at the first time that the IOTM can be used for the studies of

the chaotic dynamics , The results show that the error in a three-term approxima

tion is already less than O. 001 %. and in a four-term less than 0.0001 %. Fig. 5

(a) and Fig.5 (b) show the results obtained by the RKM with four-order at the

same condition as the Fig. 4. It can be see by a comparison between Fig. 4 and

structure. such as five bifurcations appear in Fig. 4 (a) but not in Fig. 5 (a) be

cause the IOTM has the advantage of surprising exactness over the RKM.
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Fig.4 The results for Eq. (5. I) are obtained by the IOTM

(a) Bifurcat i<,n diagram 叫Ih }' o! cyclic point in Poincare

cm阻 section plotted versus the control frequency n.
(b) Strobl~ plot of a .ingle pha四 .pace Irajectory cone.pond. to (a l.

Fixl'd paramt'ters , ,,=0.2. "=1. J'""27
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Fig.5 The results for Eq. (5. ]) are obtained by the RKM

(ft l 毡ifurcationdiagram with Y of cyclic po明 t in Prnncltre

ero国胃clion plou l'd v"",uslhe conlrol frequency 0 ,
(h) Stroble plol of a single pha咽叩act' trajectory cones阳md.lO (8).
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5 EXAMPLE 3. TWO COUPLED GENERALIZED DUFFING E
QUATIONS

We now consider , as third typical example , the two coupled generalized Duff

16



mg equatIons

dXZ. dX
一丁+a一+pX+YX3=8[cos (S)t)+ Y]dtZ ,- dt

dY'. dY:kZ +a :k +f3Y+y¥ 3=8[cos(由)+X]

where a ， β， Y, 8 and (J are the control 阳rameters.

According to the Adomian' s method , we introduce the following operators:

L-dz--
dtZ '

RI=ai+卢，
Rz=-8 ,

(5. I)

NX=)'X3

NY= y¥3.

For simplicity , we take β=Y= 1 , Eq. (5. I) then becomes

LX=8cos(S)t) -R1X-R,Y-NX

LY = 8cos(lll) - R1Y- R,X - NY
(5.2)

E始cause L is an invertible operator , an 间uivalent expression is

X=L-18cos( tJt)一 L-IRIX-L-IRzY 一 L-INX

Y=L-t8cos Wt)一 L-1R1Y--L-IR，X一 L-INY
(5.3)

Similarly , the nonlinear term NX and NY lire 叫ual to the Adomian polynomi-

als L: A. and L; B. , re阳ctively. X and Yare decomposed into an i巾ite solution

components , respectively. We have

AH回Z
M

∞2

时

Y回2

叫

DUX回Z
M

DHX=XE
Z
川 (5.4)

B回2

叫

田Z
M

X国2

叩

DH
V
吁

国2

川

PHY-YR
Z
川

We have utilized the MM with computers to derive any order approximation

solution of Eq. (5.4) for any initial condition autornatically. Since the expression of

17



those approximation solutions is of very complicated form and much more terms.

th町 are omitted here. The dynamical behavior of Eq. (5. 1) is also investigated

successfully by use of the 8-order approximate analytical 四lution. Fig. 6 shows the

bifurcation diagram for Eq. (5. I) under two different 阳rameters and co哑lditions.

We see there exist period-doubling biEurcationωcha臼 in generalized coupled Duff

ing eq幽tion (5. n. The chaotic attractor and the hyperchaotic attractor Ear Eq.
(5. 1) under two different conditions are given in Fig. 7. respectively. It is alω

shown that in the right parameter space there are different behaviors of the systems

(5. 口. such as limit cy曲. chac路 and hypercha面. can coexist. and boundary be

tween its basins oE hyperchaotic. chaotic and periodic attractors is fractional.
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6 A MODIFIED :-'1ETHOD AND THE MATHE~ATIC S-MECH

ANIZATION

In recent year". many improvements have been pro;:lσsed. such as .. Rach' s

rule" for generattin~ λdomian polynomials [6J. a new way far solving PDE. dou
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ble decomposition to any order solution components [9]. etc.. We have a灿灿nd

from the above practic that the IOTM needs much more CPU time in computers

and has very large numbers of 阴lynomial terms of the solution if it 白 applied to

study the chaotic behaviors [10]. To皿>lve the above problems. we propose a mod

ified method for acceratting ccmputational and convergent speed in ∞mputers for

the solutions of determinestic NDS and realized the modified method by the MM in

∞mputers. As an consequence. the modified method can largely save the CPU

time in computers for the symbolic dirivative and the numerical calculating for the

NDS.

Let us analyze 缸，me problems when the IOTM is used to numerical computa

tion for studying chaotic dynamical systems in order to • ld 回me improvement

way. We now consider a general nonlinear dynamical equation 0.1). The g(t).

no lose generality. is deterministic nonhomogenous part. For an ordinary differen

tial equation. the solution obtained by the IOTM is of the form of power s"ries of t

and elementary function , for example , the solutions of Loremz eqution (3. }) have

the form:

X.=C1.t· , Y.=Cz.t·. Z.=CJ,ot· n=O.}.2.… (6. I)

Where C. (i = 1.2.3) is a constant coefficient which is determined by the initial

condition X (to). Y (to) , and Z (to)' They have veo:y concise form of the solution

and convergence rapidly. But when we apply the IOTM to generalized Duffing e

quatk>n (4. l) The form of approximation solution becomes longer and longer with

the raise of orders of the solution due to 'he triangle function. As a matter of fact ,
the second-order solution is so long that it cannot be deduced on the computel s by

the REDUCE code. We pl'Opose a very effective way as follows in order to avoid

the above difficulty.

First. we many put sin (ωt) into the Taylor expansion near to. or sin (ω>t)=

L: C.(to )岛"'回 only the power series of AJ is shown in the Eq. (6. 1) and the tri-

angle function is in the c但fficients as constant. We then change the limit of inte-

r, u.臼M

g伊era创川ti。佣n ， I阳e创t t=to+~ω.t. we have I dt= I d由T. We can denote t as ~句t bec臼aus优e the

叫 tir阳rπ…r

t) =rp(ωto) +1.-叫Ig(tρ). if t = 0 , then YO <to) = rp(to) which is just the initial condi

tlon.
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Although we can now solve our problem to much high ord'?r. of ∞田艇. it is

nece嗣ry to truncate the solution according to the accuracy by st叩ping at some or

der of t. the CPU time needed in ∞Imputers is also large. For example. we have al

so computed the generalized Duffing equation by 4-order Runge-Kutta method

(RKM). the IOTM needs more than 4 times the CPU than the RKM under the

same accurate and ∞nditions.

The solution of Lorentz 叫回tions is the form of very concise. 坠cause it is h~

magenωs and only a first-order derivative is involved. According to the 10TM. it'

s n-order solution may be Coit'. If we also let high-order dervative equation have

first-order derivative equati肌 and decom阳e gωintoEL(t)andadjM

them. the excellent solution may be obtained.

Suppose a second-order derivative is involved in Eq. (}. 2). then L is taken a

second-order derivative operator.

Let

Y=Y1• and dY/dt=Yz'

Eq. (}. 2) then becomes

[Y1=YZ

[Yz= -RtY1-RzYz-Nγ+g(t】 (6.2)

Where• iz R矶l' R z川l…na巾
the d白er巾Iva叩tiv四eo阳rato臼Ir.

Let

Y1= LY I." Yz= Lyz.•• NY1= LA.. (6.3)

Especially. our key idea is to make further decomposition of g( t) into comp仔

nents:

、
.
F

A
U哩

ED
F

飞

",,.、
，

g
mVUZ

=、
‘P

·E·，
.
、

g

All of sc!ution component equation then becomes

Y1C =仇 =Y(tC)

rZC =仇 =Y' (to)

Y
lI

=[-lyzo
Y21 = - [-IR 1Y10 - 仁-lRzYzo -[-lAo+L-I(go(to)) (6.5)
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Y1叶I=[-IYZ.

YZ.+I = -[-IR1Y1.-[-IRzYz.- [-IA.+[• [g.(to)'-]

=-[-'R1Y1•一 [-IRzYz.-[-IA.十一i-g.(SON-+E
n+l b

The n-order approximation 皿lution are obtained

确.= ~YII''Pz，.= L; y z, (6.6)

It can be proved that in the limit of the approximations Y1and Yz, are olr

tained , respectively. Pr，∞fis briefly discribed as the follows.

lim确.=lim 艺Y]i=艺 Y1i=Y1

lim 'Pz,. =lim L; YZi

=lim~[ -[-IR凡.-[-IRzYz.- [-IA.+ [-I[g.(/o)t·JJ

=一[-IR盹Ilim阳im~Y，;一[-IR凡z lim~Y几缸z;-[-llim~A.+[-I叮咀lim ~g;(αt乌阶o

=-[-叫lR1Y叽1 一[-→IRzYz一 [-→lNyl+[-lg(οI)

=yz

By the com阳rison with the original IOTM. the modified method has much

high accuracy of the solution only if the Taylor expansion is convergent. The modi

fied method can largely simplify the form of the solution. In the sortie point of

view. the convergence of the solution is obtained rapidly.

Based on the MM of the IOTM , we have also made a similar computer algo

rithm with REDUCE. The pr回edure of the MM of the modified DM in computers

mainly consists of the following steps:

Step 1. Generate the Adomian polynamial , the A. for the nonlinearity by the

Rach' 5 rule or the Adomian's method.

Step Z. Do reduction of a high order derivative equation into a set of first order

derivative equation.

Step 3. Do furthere decomp回ition of g(t) into components.

Step 4. Put the initial condition or the boundary condision to determine zero阳

order approximation solution. yo.

Step 5. Do symbolic derivation for i-order approximation solution: beginning

with i= I. then i=i+ 1 when returning back from step 6 each time. We then solve
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the Eq. (6.5) in which all of the components. Y.. are calculable.

Step 6. Return to step 5. order byorder. until n-order approximation solu-

t肌 I. e. • t巾h趾he p始盯叩巾e叼巾pra阳阳rac削a挝削c创ctic忧削IC

s岱Ie叩P 7. Investigate the dynamical behavi创s of the n-term approximation solu

tion. such as the bifurcation diagram. chaotic strange attractor. Lyapunovexpo
nents and so on.

It is easy to test the modified 10TM for solving the NOS. We take the gener

alized Doffing eq咀.tion (4. l) as an example. where R.=cr.Rz =β.g. (I.) = fcn.'i

1
(U'lo). gi (I.)= 一f咽n(圈。).gz(t.)= - 2! joIcos(wto}.······We have obtained

the first IO-term approximation solution of the Eq. (4. 1) by the use of the modi

fied method and the MM (See Appendix 酌. It is shown that the number of pOly

nomial terms of the solution obtained by the originallOTM is about 4 times longer

than one we get now by the modified method at the same orders.

We have also applied the modified method to study the bifurcation diagram.

the strange attractor of the system. under the same condition as before. e. g. a=

O. 2. fJ= I. o. f = 27. O. The results of the modified IOTM are the same as the 0

riginal IOTM but the CPU tim~ in computers for the first is only about one-tenth

of the later. i. e. • the CPU time by the modified method is onlya half time of the

RKM under the same conditions and the chaotic behaviors are of the same ones to

each other. This advantage is extremely important for the solution of a wide class

of nonlinear equations. We have also applied the proceture of the modified method

succesful1y to study the above typical NDS.

Obviωsly. The modified method and the MM can be extend to the PDE and

to more high order derivative 0阴阳tor equations if there exists triangle function.

ex阳nent function and the other elementary functions.

7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The key technique of the IOTM is to use special kinds of polynomials for solv

ing nonlinear equations. In all cases the solution is written as an assumed decom仲

sition into components to be found with the expansion of nonlinearities in terms of

generated sets of Adomian polynomials. Thi5 elegant method is very easy to use

and can 田Ive wide classes of nonlinear equations. It avoids cumbersome integra

tions of the others method and solves problems which cannot be solved by other nu

merical methods {;;iuch as the RKM and iterative method. etc). In the IOTM the
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soiution is given by a series in which 四::h tam is easily obtained bc白山e Adomian

阳ynomials a~ adapted to the nor曲_rity. Howe咽. as we see from the abow曹

exampl回. it is also of cumbenom;: if theR is no ~lizationof the MM in comput

ers. We have ~alized the IσfM by the MM in αm阳ten. SO that they 臼nbca

cmputationally c回咱也nt. 即urate. aod ph归国Dy realistic med时 for solution of

a large class of nonlinear 呵uations arising in physical problemsι

We have applied the IOTM and its MM to the solutions of the Lorentz 吨咀

tion. the &ftleralized Duff.吨吨.uation and the two coupled genaraIiZed队.lEi咱 sys

terns. We have also inv回毡:ated the od阳 NOS. such as IIOIIIinear laser 吨咀tions.

Langeψin 呵回tion.nd so 佣. which 响UbeaR回red dRwhere (11]. Clearly. the

IOTM is an effective and powerful for soh且tions of rhe NOS. We have successfully

applied the 10TM and rhe MM to study the chaotic behaviors in the NDS for the

first time in the world.

Based 0."1 the IOTM. we have prop帽d the modified method for a large class

of nenline-.If呵uations which are non-autun例nic and non-h佣明feno幅画utonomic.

The method can of course be applied to linear 吨国tions. e. g. Euler eq回tion.

Bes.~1 町uation. Legender eq回tion. If what we deal with 臼 n佣lineal'. the ad\-an

tages of rhe method would be shown up much more clearly. There would be no

l佣ger difficulties in solution of nonautonomic呵uations. The~fore. the modified

method realized by the MM is an much more effective and ~ful method for the卧

iutions of the NOS and they generally provide a rapidly ∞nvergent ap防oximation

analyticalωlution of the NOS.

It is noted that how to chO(配 a linear 吗)erator L is anorher key technique in

the IOTM. For convenience. L is often taken as the highest order derivative. This

can avoid the difficult integrations which may result in complicated Green' s func

tions involved. but it loses some informations and the convergent speed. How to

get special kinds of 阳Iynamials. A.. and many other theoretical problems are an

active and 叫)en subjects.

The modified method and the MM can also be extended to the POE ami the

stochastic NOS [12]. Furrher re5eareh on the IOTM (i. e. • the decompodition

method) is progressi吨. but it already clear that the IOTM and its MM have sig

nificant 阳tential applicati佣 value for physics and engine曹·r5.
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APPENDIX A

The 14 orders approximate solution of Lorentz 呵. (3.])

X=AO+Al * T+A2 * T* T+A3 * T* * 3+A4 * T * * 4-A5 * T* * 5

+A6* T* * 6+A7 *T* * 7+A8* T* * 8~.-\9 * T * * 9+AI0* T

* *10+A l1 *T* *1l +A12*T* *12+AI3 * T* *13

Y= 8O+Bl*T+B2*T*T+B3 *T* *3+ B4 *T* *4-B5 *T* *5

+86 * T * * 6+B7 * T * * 7+88 * T * * 8-89 * T * * 9+BI0 * T

* * 10+Bll*T* *1l +BI2*T* *12+B13*T* *13

Z=CO+Cl * T+C2 * T * T+C3 * T * * 3+C4 * T * * 4·-C5 * T * * 5

+C6 * T * * 6+C7 * T * * 7+C8 * T * * 8~C9 * T * * 9+CI0 * T

* *10+Cll*T* *1l +CI2*T* *12+C13*T* *13

Here ,
Al=-16. *AO+16. *80

Bl=R * AO-AO *CO- 8O

Cl=AO* 8O• 4. *CO
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A2=-8. 骨 Al十8. 费 Bl

B2= 1. 12. 骨 R 骨 Al 一 1. 12. 费 AO 铃 Cl- 1. 12. 铃 Al 骨 CO-l.12. 铃 Bl

C2= 1. 12. 铃 AO 铃 Bl+ 1. 12. 铃 Al 铃 BO-2. 铃 Cl

A3=-16./3. 铃 A2+16./3. 铃 B2

B3= 1. /3. 备 R 铃 A2- 1. 13. 骨 Ao 铃 C2- 1， 13. 费 Al 善 Cl- 1. 13. 费 A2 铃

cO-}' 13. 铃 B2

C3= 1. 13. 铃 Ao 铃 B2十 1. 13. 备 Al 铃 Bl十 1. 13. 铃 A2 骨 BO -4. 13. 备 C2

A4=-4. 铃 A3+4. 善 83

B4= 1./4. 曾 R 骨 A3- 1. /4. 骨 A。据 C3-1./4. 铃 Al 铃 C2- 1. 14. 骨 A2 僻

Cl 一 1./4. 提 CO 骨 A3一 1. 14. 骨 B3

C4= 1. 14. 费 AO 骨 B3十 1. 14. 费 Al 骨 B2+ 1. 14. 铃 A2 僻 81 +1. 14. 提 BO 骨

A3-C3
A5= -16. Is. 骨 A4+15. Is. 骨 84

B5= 1. IS. 铃 R 赞 A4 一 1. IS. 费 AO 铃 C4一 1. Is. 铃 Al 骨 C3 一 1. Is. 骨A. 2 骨

C2- 1. IS. 骨 co 骨 A4一 1. IS. 铃 A3 僻 Cl- 1. IS. 骨 B4

C5= 1. IS. 赞 AO 骨 B4十 1. IS. 备 Al 铸 B3十 1. IS. 铸 A2 骨 B2 十 1. IS. 铃 Bo 铃

A4+}. IS. 骨 Bl 赞 A3-4. IS. 骨 C4

A6=-8./3. 骨 AS十 8./3. 铃 B5

B6= 1. 16. 骨 R 幡 AS- I. 16. 据 A。据 C5- 1. 16. 铃 Al 铸 C4 一 1. 16. 曾 A2 铸

C3- 1. 16. 骨 Co 骨 AS- I. 16. 费 A3 铃 C2一 1. 16. 费 A4 骨 Cl 一 1. 16. 据

B5
C6= 1. 16. 铸 AO 铃 B5十 1. 16. 据 Al 骨B4十 1. 16. 骨 A2 铸 B3+ 1. 16. 铃 Bo 偌

A5+ 1. 16. 铸 Bl 铃 A4+ 1. 16. 骨 A3 铃 82-2./3. 铃 C5

A7= 一 16. /7.铃 A6+16./7. 铸 B6

B7= 1. 17. 据 R 骨 A6- 1. /7. 备 Ao 铃 C6一 1. 17. 骨 Al 骨 C5 一 1. 17. 铃 A2 铸

C4 一 1. /7.费 CO 铃 A6- I. 17. 骨 A3 骨 C3- 1. 17. 铃 A4 铃 C2 一1. /7.铃

AS 锋 Cl 一 1. 17. 铸 B6

C7= 1. /7. 铃 AO 铃 B6+ 1. /7.骨 Al 铃 B5+ 1. 17. 善 A2 倍 B4+ 1. /7.铃 BO 铃

A6+ 1./7.铃 Bl 铃 A5+ 1. 17. 备 A3 铃 B3+ 1. 17. 善 A4 铃 B2-4. /7.铃

C6
A8=-2. 曾 A7十2. 铃 B7

B8= 1. 18. 铃 R 骨 A7一 1. lB. 铃 AO 侨 C7- 1. 18. 骨 Al 铃 C6 一 1. 18. 铃 A2 铃

C5-]' 18. 备 co 善 A7一 1. 18. 备 A3 倍 C4- 1. 18. 铃 A4 铃 C3一 1. 18. 铃

AS 骨 C2一 1. 18. 据 A6 骨 Cl- 1. /8. 幡 B7
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C8= 1. /8. 普!l 0 祷B7 -+-1. /8. 祷 Al 曾 B6 十1. 18. 骨 A2 骨 B5+ 1. /8. 骨 BO ;,

1\7-+-1. 18. 费 Bl 怜 AG-卜1. /8. 祷 A3 势 B4 十 1. 18. 费 A4 祷 83+ 1. /8. 长

AS 祷 B2 …-1. /2. 曾 C7

/\9=-16./勺，提 A8+16. /9. 铃 B8

89= 1. /9. 祷 R 督 A8- 1， /9 ，赞 AO 提 C8~ 1. /9. 祷 Al 骨 C7 一1. /9. 瞥A?普

C6--)' /9. 善 CO 神 AS- 1. /9. 骨 A3 骨 C5- 1. /9. 祷 A4 势 C4- 1. /9. 骨

A5 始 C3-}' /9. 祷 A6 蕃 C~- 1. /9. 骨 CI 骨 A7一 1. /iJ. 势 88

C9= 1. /9. 普 AD 骨 B8十1. /9. 费 Al 骨 87+ 1. /9. 警 A2 * B6+ 1. /9. 警 Bo 幡

A8+ 1. /9. * Bl 警 A7十 1. /9. 警 A3 警 B5十 1. /9. * A4警 B4+ 1. /9. 祷

A5 * B3+1. /9. 警 A6 警 B2-4./9. 势 C8

AI0= -8./5. * A9+8./5. 警 B9

BI0= 1. /10. 费 R * A9一1. 110. 势 AD 骨 C9一 1. /10. 警 Al 骨 C8一 1. 110~ 警

A2 骨 C7一I. /1 0. 骨 CO 餐 A9一 1. /10. 费 A3 警 C6 一I. /10. 警 A4 警 C5

-1. /1 0. 警 A5 * C4 一1. /10. *A6 幡 C3- 1. /I0. 警 Cl 餐 A8-L/I0.

费 C2 骨 A7-- 1. /10. 蜂 B9

CI0= 1. /10. 提 AO * B9+ 1. /I0. 费 Al 警 B8十 1. /10. 铸 A2 警 B7+ 1. /I0. 费

BO 警 A9十 1. /10. 警 Bl 餐 A8+ 1. /I0. 警 A3 警 B6 十 1. /10. 费 A4 警 B5

十 1. /10. 费 A5 警 B4+ 1. /I0. *A6 警 83+ 1. /10. 骨 A6 * B3十 1. /10.

警 B2 骨 A7-2./5. 餐 C9

A11=-16./l1. * AI0+16./l 1. 铃 BI0

B11 = 1. /1 1. 势 AID 篝 R 一 I. Ill. 警 AID 警 CO- 1. /1 1. 传 BI0- 1. /1 1. 传

CI0 餐 AO- 1. /1 1. 骨 Al * C9一 1. /1 1. 骨 A2 铸 C8 一1. /11. 铸 A3 骨 C7

-1. /1 1. *A4 而 C6 - 1. /1 1. 费 A5 铃 C5- 1. /11. * A6 警 C4- 1. 1

I I.警 Cl *AS- I. /I 1. 警 C2 铸 A8一 1. /1 I. 骨 C3 骨 A7

Cll = 1. /1 1. 警 AID 铸 BO+ 1. /11. 铃 BID 警 AO-4./ll. 骨 CI0+ 1. /1 1. *
Al 铸 B9+ 1. /11. 铸 A2 铸 B8十1. 11 1. 骨 Bl 铸 A9 十 1. Il l. * A3 * B7
+1. /1 1. 铸 A4 铸 B6+ 1. /l 1. 骨 AS 铸 B5+ 1. /1 1. 费 A6 幡 B4十 1. /1 1.

铸 B2 铸 A8十 1. Il l. 势 B3 骨 A7

A12= -4.13. 铃 All 十 4.13. * B11
B12= -1. /12. 骨 AI0 * Cl+ 1. /12. 蜂 All 铸 R一 1. 112. 铸 All 铸 CO- I. I

12. 传 BIP"' 1. /12. 铸 CI0 势 Al 一 1. /12. 铸 Cll 铸 AO- 1. /12. 铸 A2 警

C9- 1. /12. 警 A3 幡 C8一 1. /12. 铃 A4 铸 C7- 1. /12. 铸 AS 骨 C6- 1. 1

12. 铸 A6 骨 C5← 1. 112. 骨 C2 * A9一 1. 112. 警 C3 铸 A8一1. /12. 铸 C4 铸

A7



Cl2= I. /I2. 铃 AID 铃 BI + I. /12. 铃 All 铃 BO+ I. /12. 骨 BID 堤 AI+ I. /

12. 幡 B11 铃 AO- I. /3. 铃 Cll + I. /12. 备 A2 幡 B9+ I. /12. 铃 A3 骨

B8+ I. /12. 蕃 A4 费 B8+I. /12. 铃 A5 蕃 B6+1./12. 铃 A6 警 B5+I. /

12. 骨 B2 幡 A9+ 1. /12. 费 B3 费 A8+ I. /12. 铃 B4 铃 A7

AI3=-16. /13. 费 A12+16. /13. 铃 B12

B13= 一1. /13. * AID 幡 C2-1. /13. 锋 All 幡 Cl+ I. /13. 铃 A12 铃 R- 1./

13. 警 A12 善 CO- I. /13. 铃 BI2- I. /13. 幡 CI0 铃 A2- 1. /13. 幡 Cll

幡 AI- I. /13. 铃 C12 善 Ao- 1. /13. * A3 堤 C9- 1. /13. 铃 A4 铃 ι8

1. /13. 善 A5 键 C7- 1. /13. 铃 A6 铃 C6- 1. /13. 铃 C3 铃 A9→1. /13. 锋

C4 * A8-1. /13. 铃 A7 铃 C5

C13 = 1. /13. 骨 AID 份 B2+ 1. /13. 备 All 铃 Bl +1. /13. 铃 A12 铃 BO+ 1. /

13. 幡 BID 铃 A2+ 1. /13. 锋 Bll 幡 Al+ 1. /13. 铃 B12 铃 AO-4. /13. 锋

C12+ 1. /13. 骨 A3 铃 B9+ 1. /13. 铃 A4 铃 B8+ 1. /13. 铃 A5 铃 B7+

1. 113. 费 A6 幡 B6+ 1. /13. 铃 B3 幡 A9+ I. /13. 铃 B4 骨 A8+ 1. /13.

B5 铃 A7

APPENDIX B

The 10 orders approximate solution of general Duffing Eq. (4. I) obtained by

the modified method

Let Cl=Y(tO) , C2=Y'(tO). CS=8 铃 cos(w 善 tO). SN=8sin(W铃 to). ~

=0.2. Wn=W铮铮 n n=I.2.3.…
then

Y=Cl+Cll 铃 t+C12 铃 t 铃幡 2+C13 幡 t 铃幡 3+C14 铃 t 幡费 4+C15 幡 t 铃

费 5+C16 骨 t 骨铃 6+C17 铃 t 骨幡 7+C18 铃 t 幡幡 8+C19 幡 t 铃幡 9

Y'=C2+C21 骨 t+C22 骨 t 铃幡 2+C23 幡 t 幡费 3+C24 铃 t 幡幡 4+C25 幡 t 幡

幡 5+C26 骨 t 键幡 6+C27 铃 T 铃幡 7十C28 幡 t 铃幡 8+C29 幡 t 幡铃 9

Here

Cll=C2

C21 =(5. 赞 CS-5. 幡 Cl 幡铃 3一 5. 骨 CI-C2)/5.

CI2=C21/2.

C22=(-5. 铃 SN * W-15. 幡 CII 幡 CI* 铃 2-5. 幡 Cll 一C2])/10.

CI3=C22/3.

C23=(一 5. 铃 CS 僻 W2-30. 铃 Cll *费 2 幡 CI-30. 费 Cl2 幡 CI 铮铮 2-10.
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幡 C12-2. 幡 C22)/30.

C14=C23/4.

C24 = (5. * SN * W3 - 30. * Cll * * 3-180. • Cll • C12 • C1- 90. •

C13 * C1 * .2-30. 费 C13-6. • C23)/120.

C15=C24/5.

C25= (5. * CS * W4-360. • Cll * * 2 * C12-720. * Cll * C13. Cl 一

360. • C12 *费 2 幡 Cl-360. • C14 * C1 * * 2-120. • C14一 24. *

C24)/600.

C16=C25/6.
C26=(-SN * W5-360. 幡 Cll 幡善 2. C13-360. • Cll. C12 * .2一

720. 骨 Cll * C14 揭 C1 一 720. • C12 * C13 骨 Cl-360. *CI5*C1 骨

*2-120. .Cl5-24. 费 25)/720.

C17=C26/7.

C27= (-CS * W6-2160. 骨 Cll * * 2 骨 C14-4320. 骨 C11 铸 C12 幡 C13一

4320. * C11 铃 C15 幡 Cl-720. 费 C12 骨费 3-4320. 费 e12 骨 C14 幡 C1

- 2160. 费 C13 铸铃 2 幡 Cl-2160. 铸 C16 幡 C1 幡骨 2一 720. 铃 C16

144. 铸 C26)/5040.

CI8=C27/8.

C28= (SN 骨 W7一 15120. 费 Cll *费 2 * C15- 30240. Cll * C12 幡 C14 一

15120. 幡 Cll 怜 C13 *铃 2-30240. * Cll * C16 * Cl-15120. 费 C12

铸费 2 骨 C13 -30240. 铸 C12 幡 C15 幡 C1- 30240. * C13 幡 C14 铃 C1 一

15120. 幡 C17 铃 C1 幡幡 2-5040. 铃 C17一 1008. 骨 C27> /40320.

C19=C28/9.

C29= (CS 铃 W8-1~0960. 费 Cll ..铸 2 骨 C16一 241920. • Cll 幡 C12 铃 C15

- 241920. 铸 ell 骨 C13 骨 C14-241920. 费 Cll 幡 C17 铸 Cl-12960.

畴 C12 餐费 2 骨 C14-12960. 铃 C12 铃 C13 铃费 2 - 241920. 份 C12 铃

C16 揭 Cl-241920. .. C13 铸 C15 .. Cl-120960. 铃 C14 警惕 2·C1

120960. 骨 C18 幡 C1 铸费 2-40320. 铃 C18-8064. 铃 C28) /362880.
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